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February 17, 2022 
 
New York City Council Member, Julie Menin 
250 Broadway, Suite 1807 
New York, NY 10007 
 
Dear Council Member Menin, 
 
On behalf of Roosevelt Island Operating Corporation (RIOC) as well as the residents and visitors of 
Roosevelt Island, I’d like to thank you for your fervent advocacy regarding the integration of the OMNY 
system at Roosevelt Island Tramway locations. 
 
Despite being installed in 1976, the iconic Tram remains representative of transportation innovation and 
is arguably the world’s most famous urban tramway. Because of this, we welcome the support from 
your office, as well as the offices of New York State Senator Jose M. Serrano and New York State 
Assemblymember Rebecca Seawright, to help maintain not only the Tram’s iconic status but advocating 
to keep Roosevelt Island seamlessly connected to Manhattan, the borough that we’re a part of, by 
imploring the MTA to bring the turnstiles up-to-date with OMNY. 
 
As publicly reported by the MTA late last month, the OMNY project is approximately 15 months or so 
behind schedule. In mid-December of last year, the MTA confirmed to RIOC that the Tram was still on 
schedule to be integrated by July 2023. Displeased with this timeline, RIOC’s CFO had requested that the 
simple integration of just seven machines across two stations take place more immediately. However, 
the MTA denied that request, stating that the Tram is designated as an “affiliate” per their contract with 
the OMNY vendor and, as such, Roosevelt Island is among the last phases of integration for the new 
OMNY system.  According to that schedule, the OMNY integration of the Tram is slated to occur after 
transportation lines like the Long Island Railroad (LIRR) and Metro-North Railroad. 
 
Further, it is important to note that our CFO (as well as past CFO’s of RIOC) is well aware of the fare 
disparity and has been seeking, for some time now, to remedy that loss in revenue. Unfortunately, those 



negotiations are separate and apart from onboarding the OMNY system at the Tram, despite the many 
efforts made to negotiate this issue with the MTA. 
 
Perhaps our collective efforts, if directed appropriately, will result in an open dialogue with the MTA so 
they can better understand the challenges and needs of Roosevelt Island residents, bring RIOC’s fee 
structure current with today’s fare prices, and integrate our seven machines by year’s end. 
 
We look forward to working with you on this important matter. 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Shelton J. Haynes 
President and CEO 
Roosevelt Island Operating Corporation (RIOC) 


